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Issue At Hand
BY
HeS

CARROLL DOTY

rather a tall Sailor, with

binning hair top side, and a sense
humor that borders on the hilar. 1
UniAn fonAntneo
And he hates reporters
0us.
That's why I had to get this liti story from someone else.

He has been connected with the
Angeles Police Department and
Sheriff's Office for more than 15
ears, so a uniform is nothing new
him. That's why he wears it so
And that's why he keeps the
fell
jarracks in line so well when he
as the watch.
It's

merely the Cop coming out

n him.
,Ax BE POOLED
He was a good officer in civilian
1/e. One time he outsmarted and
>inched a bad check artist that the
istion's police had been trying to
,rab for 18 years. That's just one
3f his many feats as a law man.
But he can be fooled, as was
3roved by the time he was purulng his favorite hobby, which
s to go out into the desert by himand find some character that
Ives out there all by himself, and
hoot the breeze with him.
Once he ran into an old, old man
vho was building priceless violins,
le was told that they could bring
fortune. So, he offered the old
nan $100 for one. The old man
urned down the offer.
Several weeks later it came out
hat the old man was a fake and
lad been gyping the public for
ears.
IK'S HUMAN
So you see, he's human also.
When he came into the Navy,
hat was two years ago, he was put
duty at Morro Bay. Later he
law duty on a minesweeper. He still
loesn't like them.
Around Pacific, where he came
icxt, he's a great favorite with the
(-12 students. He always gives the
allows a break. And they like him
•See Issue at Hand, page 6, col. 3)
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Eighteen Pacific Students
Mentioned in Who's Who

Duranty Thrills P.L.S. With
Talk on Russia

Eighteen College of the Pacific students are named in the ninth
annual edition of "Who's Who Among Students in American Uni
versities and Colleges"—biographical publication of outstanding stu
dents throughout the nation.
Five hundred and fifty colleges and universities are represented
in this 1943-'44 edition and approximately 5000 students, comprising
a cross-section of the most outstanding personalities in America's

Monday night the Tiumdrum everyday horizons were pushed
back for students and townspeople alike by visiting foreign corres
pondent, Walter Duranty.

undergraduate college life today.
FROM PACIFIC
Those included from C.O.P. are
Almee Arbios, Marcelyn Battilana,
Barbara Baxley, Willis Boyarsk.v,
Mildred Eachus, Eugene Egbert,
Joseph Ferem. Elvera Glorgi, Mar
garet Hurt, Earl Klapstein, Sally
Rlnehart, Neil Rogers, -Marian Sill,
Pearl Stelner, Fred Taoli, Barbara
Thompson, Gerald Winters, and
Ralph Wright.
Selection of these students is
made in several different ways on
the various campuses. At C.O.P. the
dean and a committee of students
make the selection, which is based
on outstanding service to the col
lege and for above average scholar
ship.

LIMITIJ5SS KNOWLEDGE

Warning us that the subject of Russia was far too vast for any
one person to have anything like a complete command of the avail
able material, he nevertheless went right ahead and exhibited what
seemed to us to be a limitless knowledge and understanding of

Streamlined
Souvenir Book
"Souvenir Book." replacing the
"Naranjado" for the duration of the
war, promises to be a streamlined
book designed to cover all import
ant College of the Pacific activities.
"All major events of 1943-44, includ
ing sports and social events, will
have prominent positions in the
year book," according to Sally Rine
hart, editor. Pictures of the V-12
personnel and their activities on the
campus will be a special feature of
the "Souvenir Book." It will include
pictures of the College of the Pacific
and Stockton Junior College grad
uates.

what used to be the mysterious Rus
sian people. That of course was the
chief object, Duranty being a kind
of unofficial good will ambassador
for the Soviet which is more than
all right with us.
The one Russian move that has
caused us quite a bit of consterna
tion on the home front has been
Russia's action in the Balkans.
When analyzed in the light of the
either-Russia-or-Germany trend of
politics in Europe it becomes under
standable at once. There's no doubt
about it we'd rather have these buf
fer states in Russia's front yard
any day of the week.

The peak of anti-Russian senti
ment came with the conclusion of
Only students who have completthe German - Russo peace pact.
(See Who's Who, page 4, col. 2)
When understood to be a period of
strategic armament, etc., it almost
makes us wish that we had beat
The "Souvenir Book" will cost on the Russians to it. The analogy of
ly seventy-five cents to P.S.A. card this to the eighteenth century pact
Mrs. Mary Taylor Swoboda, Men
holders anfl $1.50 to students who b e t w e e n N a p o l e o n a n d R u s s i a
tal Hygiene Consultant and lecturer,
( Souvener Book, page 5, col. 3)
shows us that Russia has been
who spoke to Pacific students at
In collaboration with the
smart in using this same technique
yesterday's assembly.
Fourth War Loan Drive the
before.
A. W. S., under the guidance
RUSSIA WILL JOIN US
of Miss Sally Rinehart, is
For the future, Duranty predicts
sponsoring a Bond Booth.
that Russia will join the rest of
Every Thursday the booth
the United Nations already at war
will be open and all students
with Japan.
Lewis Mumford, Stanford
are urged to do their part in
There is ample justification for
Professor, who was scheduled
fulfilling the $1000 obligation
The chapel committee, under the
(Duranty Talks, page 4, col. 1)
to be the next speaker of the
Executive
Director
of
the
Bureau
hairmanship of George Brandon,
set for the College of the Pa
lecture series on the the sev
for Intercultural Education of New
cific.
'as planned a service centered
enth of February will not be
York City, Dr. Stewart G. Cole will
round the twelve apostles memable to make this appearance
To date, $421 In bonds have
be a Pacific Campus visitor and
ralized in the six windows on each
On Tuesday, Dr. Knoles spoke at
due to illness.
been sold. It's a long, long
speaker Thursday. (February 3.)
,de of the chapel. Each
apostle
the teachers' institute in Tracy. On
An announcement of an
road to victory, so take a de
Both of his scheduled speaking en
nd hia traditional symbol will be
Sunday he will speak at the morn
tour to the Bond Booth NOW
other speaker and date to re
gagements here, wait the regular
•scussed.
ing service for the dedication of
place Mumford will be made
and BUY all you possibly can,
assembly and at 8:00 p.m. in the
Mary Bachlor, vocal soloist, will
the new organ of the First Meth
in the near future.
hmmm and a little bit more!
Social Hall of the S.C.A. Building
'The Lord's Prayer" by Malodist
Church in Alameda.
will be concerned with Intercultur
al Education in American Schools.
INTERRACIAL STUDY
Cole is visiting many colleges as
a part of his current study of inter
racial and intercultural problems on
the West Coast for his organization
which is devoted to "understanding,
.nd™Lrld5 0UrS is tired- Tired of j^lous nations plotting co-operation and unity among the
65,000 student nurses are needed urgently! This was the appeal
ired fiftVift , f Persecute their neighbors and stealing their land, cultural groups in America." He is made by Mrs. Mary Taylor Swoboda, speaker at yesterday's assem
aces and ! . nction that e*ists between the peoples of different an established author and speaker bly.
estruction00^"'
°f her beauty being marred by death and (Dr. Cole Lectures page 4, col. 4)
Mrs. Swoboda represents the National Nursing Council for War

U. S. Needs
Your Support

Dr. Cole Will Lecture
Twice Next Thursday

Service to Honor
Apostles

Miunford Lecture
Is Cancelled

Knoles Notes

Nurses Needed Now! Appeal
Made jn Assembly Yesterday

outh, a Tired World, and
Asilomar

has suffered through many wars, but never
badlv
u F W°
g t0 day' 711686 burdens the world has been
an-yine aJV™
g 0n the shoulders of the youth. It is up to them
0 banish
u
a
0

nish these things that have
**d a tired world.
°°STER WONDER

SCA News

' the Wooster Conference last
a
vast
jJ1'
representation of
American prisoners of war at Sta8 people from many nations lag 3B, German prison camp south
oul Ketber and discussed how this east of Berlin, where the largest
be done. This experience of
,.
number of Yanks now held in that
rrac'a' "ving will leave a strong
a
country, are interned, are settling
ression on the delegates to the down to camp life and a comprehen
ster Conference. It was a sort
sive program of leisure time activ
ot a world minus race
ities has been worked out, Hoi lis
nity 'Ce and prevail'n8 peace and Hayward, Executive Secretary of
the Student Christian Association
Asilomar Conference, which announced today, following receipt
'' " held from Feb. 27 to March of a cabled report from his organ
0un CIS another opportunity for ization's War Prisoners' Aid head
mCn and women to discuss quarters in New York.
nd
, Pan 'he new day" whose arThe AmeriAn prisoners them
y must help. The Christian,
selves have constructed a beautiful
o.i '
economic status in a ly decorated camp church holding
'ets " WOI 'd wi" cover the sub- 350 persons, and also have an excel
0 b® discusseed. In the even1(,
lent library containing 6.200 volumes,
in,,:.
'tainment, such as informal of which 80 per cent were received
'"King an
d dancing will be held from the Y. M. C. A., the report re
(See 1
°UTH. page 5, col. 5)
veals..

Farley Promises
Future Graduate

Service and the United States Cadet Nurse Corps—the new govern
ment plan which, under the U. S. Public Health Service, offers a
free professional education to qualified students. Her visit is part

of a -nation-wide endeavor to re
cruit 65,000 student nurses this year entlre period o f training In accredit
Have you noticed the extra bright for wartime replacements caused ed schools of nursing. In return,
twinkle in Dean Fred L. Farley's by acute needs of the Army, Navy
they promise to remain active in
eye the past week? Well, the rea and civilian health agencies, and
essential military or civilian nurs
son for it is that something new also to interest college women in
ing for the duration of the war.
has been added to the Dean's life preparation for post-war careers.
POST-WAR OPPORTUNITIES
which makes him a proud grand WORK OF FUTURE
father.
As a post-war profession, Mrs.
Nursing, Mrs. Swoboda believes,
The new grandson, Thomas Bax is war work with a future. The first Swoboda explained nursing offers
ter Farley, was born to Dean Far women to go overseas with the opportunites which have been great
ley's son and daughter-in-law, Mr. armed forces were fhe Army and ly expanded by the war. Nursi s
and Mrs. Erwin C. Farley, January Navy nurses. Even before the stu wili be called upon to take part in
sixteenth at the Dameron Hospital. dent nurse graduates, she is now post-war reconstruction programs
Erwin Farley, a Pacific graduate recognized as being in a service as abroad and at home. There is now.
member of Omega Phi Alpha and essential as that undertaken by the and there is every evidence that
former student body president is WACS. the WAVES, the SPARS, there will continue to be after the
now stationed with the Army at the and the Marines. Student nurses war, a great need for nurses—not
Stockton Ordance Depot. Mrs. Far release graduate nurses for service only in hospitals and other institu
ley is the former Artelle Baxter also overseas, or in military or naval tions, but also in public health nurs
a Pacific graduate.
hospitals at home.
ing, as teachers in schools of nurs
While recruits in the U. S. Cadet ing, in government work with the
When interviewed about the new.
arrival, Dean Farley said that Tho Nurse Corps, they receive free tu- U.S. Public Health Service, the U.S.
mas is another prospective graduate ition, free maintenance, distinctive. Bureau of Indian Affairs, the U.S.
of C. O. P. Congratulations Dean gray and scarlet street uniforms.. Veterans Administration, and in a
and a monthly stipend during their number of specialized fields.
Farley—and Erwin and Artelle!!

Mm
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Cadaver Hall

cer candidate school at Miami,
rida. He has won promotions to
rating of corporal and sergean

D. Cluff—"Where-vc you be<n?
J. Kohler—"In a phone booth talk
ing to my girl, but someone wanted
to use the phone, so we had to ge.

i

aviation mechanics.

out."

Lt. Tom Gardner is attending the
Central Instructors' School for FlyThe ol' Hall has really been a
, jnc Fortress pilots at Lockbourn
Bv'BRUCE BALES
rumblin- these last couple of days.
•
Armv Air Base. Columbus, Ohio. Lt
• Sweetums- Malquist. your call to
Last week for the first time sine uarune, ,.divert
his wings
wings at
a
received his
Frisco is through." 'Hairless John
the Navy took over on the P a c i f i c I Gaidner
Stockton Field last July and took
Grubb, San Jose is calling.
Meet LllC iiav.T *
campus July 1, we missed a column. his previous flying training at Thunyou at the station baby, three osaid that we were
when
w'e
clock sharp." -So it runs. The Mil-,
•- ,
„ Doty I derbird Field.
itary Ball, being the biggest dance . sWampcd wth work
^

Saturday Night Special—

isas srssrrss j
Central, and

** rde ,. I tion and reasoning processes carry

Southern I to be

California included.
SorrowFor four long months. Bets.e, the
little gray mouse in room one
nourished herself from the kind
hands of "Sober Bill" Berton, "Un
dernourished" Ashcherry, "Balboa
Art" Austin, and "Stepin Fetchit
Esposiet. Tragedy struck, the jaws
of death closed and Betsie gasped
her last. Cornered. Betsie met her
Waterloo between the hungry, drip
ping jaws of the "Cat Killer. An;,
thing to get away from that chow
Note of

,ou on from here.

^ ^

Doty,g narae

eolumn.

by-lining EV

*

*

By

5^Ttmme received his wings

William Dawson is attending o

Northern,

Off M i k e . .

*

alas! we over

ELINOR SIZELOVE

SCHEDULE

Monday—Beside the Bookshelf i0
January 1 when he graduated as Tuesday—Pacific Musicale
,
cecond lieutenant from the Marftu Wednesday—Pacific Personality
Texas Army Air Forces Pilot
-jW
school. He was assigned to Marfa
Wednesday—Radio Stage ......
from Marana Basic Flying school
Thursday—Children's Hour
in Arizona, where he completed a
Friday—Sport's Parade
in traim«e
training in • twin-engine
course in
Friday—Experimental Theatre v,I
planes.
RADIO STAGE
M
*
*
*
*
Radio Stage presented for (jl
Ralph Glaab has been commis
Wednesday night show, "Skyrocfef. I
sioned a second lieutenant in the
with Vera Broder in the leading
Marine Corps, having completed ad
supported by Bill Barkhaus and mJ
vanced officer training at Quantico,
Lees. Others in the cast were
I
Virginia.
#
Butterfield, lone Angwin, and CaJ
*
*
*
!
Ruggerie. Bill White worked s03J
Second Lt. Harry Miser received
affects, Elinor Sizelove music, ^1
his pilot wings and commission in
Jack Lyons operated for the shot I
the Army Air Forces at Mood Field,
The production was directed by ;
Georgia. He received his prel.minary training at Chanute Field, 111. Betz.

For some time (7 months) this
CHILDREN'S HOUR
*
*
*
column. writer has been trying to discover
Barbara Taylor narrated thi.l
Cadet
John
Herceg
has
just
com
Perhaps someone should suggest what has been lacking in this in
that Doty take over that column stitution. At last we've found the pleted the Army Basic Training week's story of "Peter Rabhii,
too. (It might help.) Scuttlebutt answer—the juke box installed course at Marana Air Field. Tuscon. Patsy Curtise produced the shotl
with
Casey Ruggerie as annouJ
and that morbid sense of hu •temporarily" in Anderson Hall pro Arizona.
cer and Alice Blaney providingbajl
*
*
*
vided it. But for the occasional Sat
mor
Tommie Taylor, seaman 1st class, ground music on the organ.
urday evening (everyone leaves
This is an interesting show J
then anyway) dance there is no is attached to a Seabee Construction
Speaking of Marines, we were told place on campus for the guys and Battalion at Dutch Harbor.
watch on the air as it takes plaol
the other night by a Pacific co-ed gals to get together for those jam
in Morris Chapel and is transmittdl
that the leathernecks are all older sessions, characteristic of even the
Ensign Eugene Harter is now from there to K. W. G.l If you'll
than the Bluejackets around here.
Colleges of the country. Why serving aboard a LST boat in the like to see it produced, be at Monil
in the mess hall.
perhaps what she meant to say was
sic-makei there?
South Pacific. He received his na Chapel on Thursday afternoon t|
not leave the mu
music-maker
there
that the Navy men are too young Before it was hauled away, it pro' val training and commission at 5:15.
Entertainment—
"My dearest and most wonderful but anyway we got to thinking vided entertainment several nights Northwestern University, Chicago, PACIFIC MUSICALE
Georgie" brought back some excel about the remark and making ob following evening chow, and that s last August.
This classical music show
lent records this weekend. Now all servations and sure enough, they do where everyone heads aft.er eating
as outstanding selections this Weffl
we have to do is get a record play look older. But why? Maybe it's anyway. We don't mean to have a
Priate Harry Hedburg is now sta Christopher von Gluck's, "Andantil
the uniforms we wear! After all three hour dance every night, but
er to go with them.
tioned at Occidental College in Los from his famous opera, "OrpheJ
you don't very often see "grown
who can study (or who does) the 30 Angeles in the Marine Reserve. Up and Eurydice." Also David PopperJ
Casualty—
boys" trouping around in hats that
minutes after dinner any night. on completion of studies there, he "Hungarian Rhapsody ' was playedr
• Skinned Rabbit" Hogan
resemble beanies and ties that look
The release would be psychological will be sent to -an officers' candidate Miss Betty Herrick was guest a:
His locks all shorn,
like Boy Scout neckerchiefs. And ly good, and we sincerely believe
ist on the program and played t
school.
Tramps o'er the campus
then there's always the picture cf
that everyone could get more home
selections on the cello. LeRoy Lot;
Beaten and forlorn.
the tiny tot romping around In his
work done in the long run.
announced the show.
I
Aviation
Cadet
Wayne
Fender
is
He met Injun Joe
little "sailor" suit. Nearly all chil
Casual remarks casually over
(See OFF MIKE, page 6, col.)
From ol' San Antone
completing his basic training at,
dren go through this stage of dress
heard :
And came out second best,
Merced Field, from where he .will
ing at one time or another. (Thanks
•Busiest room in Building A is graduate in April with a second
Now, no hair, just a moan.
to proud parents who once knew a
The Southern father was intro sailor.) But we could take another No. 16—the doorknob is worn out lieutenants' commission.
ducing his family of boys to a vis solution. Maybe they are older — with gobs running in and out to |
iting governor, "Seventeen boys, maybe it took them longer to get see DeLancey's picture—Yeh! her "Naw, I feel like studying! No, who
exclaimed the father, "and all Dem through school. Let your imagina- name's Audrey." "D'ever notice the wants to go to a show tonight? By
ocrats, but Alvy, the little rascal,
silly look that Engdahl gets on his
Now Showing
the way, did I tell you I'm on pro
(See Cadaver Hall, page. 6, col. 4)
face when he's phoning LaVergne.
bation?" "No! I'm not kidding. I
That so? Ceccarelli's becoming
The Iron Major
saw it with my own eyes. There he
Americanized?" "This kid Pellerin
was out on the floor jitterbugging.
Sunday
cuts hair better than
. " "It's Sure, I know Cornwall when I see
true! I tell you Penhale's face was
him!" "T.K.K.?
No!
Woman's
Higher and Higher
smeared with red" "This guy PresHall? No! Epsilon? No! Alpha
liegh got three A's and three F's his
EVERY
Theta? No! Manor Hall? No! I'm
senior year in high school—the three
Afternoon .
2:30-5:00
engaged to a girl back home."
A's were his morning classes!"
Evening
. 7:30-10:30
'"What? Bingham and the cashier!
ERy

^

But

the

Marine

Fox California

CE

Tuxedo

SKATING

Pastry Shop

Your Sweets Made to
Order
PACIFIC AVENUE

STOCKTON

ICE RINK
West Weber at Lincoln

Rose
Pharmacy
ANYTHING EXCELLENT
IN DRUGS

Pacific Avenue

Norman Higgins

Alert
Cleaners

Friedberger's
Jewelry lor the Service

Main Street

Phone 7-7869

GRAND
ICE
CREAM

Yost Bros.
Style Store for
Men
^

t

320 E. Main St-

& MARX

1928 Pacific Ave.

More And More

WAR
BONDS
And

STAMPS

SUITS & TOPCOATS

Show 'Em First

Phone 7-7095

RINGING WITH

EXCLUSIVE SALE OF
HART SCHAFFNER

In spite of curtailments we will still be
able to offer suggestions for your desserts.

LIBERTY BELL

Man and Co-ed

EXPERT LAUNDRY
SERVICE

2117 Pacific Ave. •

LETS KEEP THE

Yost

Bravo and McKeegan

*
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Explains It to His Tigers

FRANK HOLMES, Editor

Preflight and Moffett Flyers
On Pacific's Bill of Fare
Bengals Run Into
Luisetti Tonight

u

BesujcU

SPORTS PARADE
By FRANK HOLMES

Riding high again this week Pacific Cagers took in stride University1
of California and Hammer Field.
The foresight of Coach Kjeldsen having his men switched to a man
for man defense spelled disaster to the University of California. Al; though the score was fairly close, at no time was Pacific in danger. It
is very seldom that the "Bear" five meet defeat in their home grounds.
There is something about California teams playing on their home court
that gives them the power to win. This has grown to be a precedent
in cage circles as well as a phenomena. Pacific has broken the spell
and all pre-existing precedents and phenomena.

r

WHERE'S THE PUBLICITY DEPT.?
This is so you might be wondering why certain bay area papers writ
ing up the account of the game mention the great defensive game dis
played by Cal. and the only mention of Pacific is in tabulating the score.
We are wondering too. Perhaps something should be done about this
Here's a sugegstion. A few letters from enthusiastic students might help.
This, however, should not be necessary. Where is the publicity depart
ment?
Mr. Davis come out of your well-padded corner of honors as Publicity
Agent for C.O.P. and GET busy.
We really have something in this basketball team and it seems a
shame that sport circles outside of Stockton don't hear about them.
Turning back to campus scenes, and simmering down a little, Tuesday
lvening C.O.P. literally trounced Hammer Field. It was Rich O'Keefe
'gain who stole the show.
RICH GETS 26 POINTS
0 Keefe tallied twenty-six points as the Tigers walked all over their
PPonents. The scoring was fast and furious. O'Keefe was like a mad
logician scoring from all angles. Many a time he brought the crowd
0 ^eir feet in loud ovation as he flipped
the ball over his head for
Wo Points. How the ball ever went through the hoop I don't think I'll
Ver know.
T ve seen Hank Luisetti play and he has nothing on O'Keefe as far
0 Keefe's performance against Hammer Field is concerned.
Speaking of Hank Luisetti brings to mind the game scheduled, this
hday night in Moraga Valley. C.O.P. meets St. Mary's Pre-Flight.
^ en Pre-Flight beat C.O.P. in an early season game Mr. Luisetti was
ot in uniform. As a matter of fact O'Keefe was in the Infirmary for
Mary's winning by one point.
N'OTHER CLOSE ONE
s

This Friday both of these men will be ready to go so one can expect
close contest. The Tigers are out for revenge and don't be surif they get it Friday night in Moraga — Luisetti or no Luisetti.
Turning from the Moraga scene, this Saturday night we get a chance
•eview the Pacific-Moffett Field game here on our home court. PaWl'l be out for revenge for the second time in two nights as Moffett
has previously beaten them by one point. Moffett Field will
same team they used in defeating Pacific and the strong AlaCoast Guart team. Moffett Field by no means should be underrated
Alameda Coast Guard has one of the strongest teams on the
featuring Jim Pollard, another man of the Hank Luisetti calibre.

THE NUMBER ONE TEAM?
Should the Pacific Cagers get safely over these two barriers, and we
fhey will, they should without a doubt be rated the number
team on the coast. Pacific has this title almost within arm's
So let's all be there Saturday night giving our team the support
deserve.

Pacific Drubs
Bears 37-26
From about 8:15 on, the always
gracious hosts at California's Men's
gym received just a little more than
they gave last Saturday night, as
Pacific's Tigers mauled the Bears,
31 to 26. "Oskie", the leader of the
unruly mob of Cal rooters which
occupied the Western stands, im
mediately began throwing basket
balls at the Pacifie players when
they took the floor,
but Charley
Cooke _ fixed him by sending one
back into the stapds that almost
took the Bear's head off.
The game started slowly, with
Decay" Brown and McCann getting
Pacific off to a 6-2 lead at the five
and a half minute mark. Cal came
right back with Jones, Henderson,
and Heskey scoring to give the
Bears a 11-6 margin.
O'KEEFE GETS HOT
Later in the first
period Frank
Domenichini and Bob Porter took
over the guard positions, and from
there on in things moved rapidly.
O'Keefe got hot just before the halftime gun and send the Tigers from
the floor with a 12-11 edge with a
free shot, a I5-footer, and a tricky
overhead flip shot, the neatest play
of the evening.
(See Pacific Drubs Bears, p. 5, c. 1)

Two great All Americans meet on
the basketball courts of Moraga to
night, for the first time. The one,
Angelo "Hank" Luisetti, greatest of
the greats, playing for St. Mary's
Pre— Flight. The other, Pacific's
Rich O'Keefe, maybe not an All
American by official recognition as
yet, but nevertheless, one in every
sense of the word.
They just don't come much better
than Pacific's flossy center.
TIGERS LOST ONCE
The Tigers and Airdevils met once
before, in early season on the Paci
fic gym floor, with Pre-Flight com
ing out on top, 30 to 26. But neither
Luisetti nor O'Keefe were around,
Angelo suffering from bum legs, and
Rich pining away across the street
in Sick Bay with a touch of old
man flu.
Tonight's game should be just
about the game of games thus far.
It might even compare favorably
with the Tiger-Del Monte grid af
fair. Pre-Flight, unbeaten now in
nine starts, and with victories over
such odtfits as Alameda Coast
Guard and University of California,
is definitely the top team of the
West. They could be the best in
the nation.
(See Bengals-Luisetti, p. 6, col. 5)

W. A. A. Basketball
Scores
January 18—
Dorm vs. Tau Kappa
Winner: Dorm, 28-6
High scorer: Tindel with 14 points
Alpha Theta vs. Town
Winner: Alpha Theta 19-14
High scorer: Arbios with 12 points
January 20—
Town vs. Dorm
Winner: Dorm 11-10
High scorer: Backman with 4
points
Epsilon vs. Manor Co-op
Winner: Epsilon 40-18
High scorer: Giorgi with 19 points
Correction of scores given in last
Weekly:
For Jan. 13; Town played Manor
Co-op and won 30-18 rather than
Town vs. Alpha Theta as stated.

On Owbiantusuil Scene
By BOB KLINGER
Barracks A-l pulled a surprise upset over previously undefeated Bar
racks C last week in the Intramural Basketball League. Led by Otis
Gravem and Bud Lamborn, the Bluejackets handed the Marines their
first defeat in five starts, 25 to 22.
The game got off to a slow start, with the lead see-sawing back and
forth several times in the first half. But immediately after the opening
of the second half, A-l took a six-point lead, Which they held onto for
most of the remainder of the game.
A-2 TIES FOR LEAD
In the other games last week, Barracks A-2 tangled with and took
Barracks E, and went into a tie for the league's lead with C. The Navy
men in Barracks D waxed their Marine mates fromthe same building by
the score of 53 to 13, in one of the most one-sided games so far. Town
forfeited to Barracks B in the other scheduled game.
Barracks C, by losing its first game of the season, to Barracks A-l,
is now tied for the first spot with A-2. Barracks B, though a game be
hind in the win column, also has but one loss in league competition.
THE STANDINGS
Percentage
Lost
Won
Team
.800
1
4
A-2
.800
1
4
C
.750
1
3
B
.500
2
2
A-l
.500
1
1
D-N
.400
3
2
D-M
.200
-1
4
Town
.000
0
4
E

Tig ers Seek
Revenge From
Flyers Tomorrow
Tiger rooters get their second
peek of the week at the Tigers in
action tomorrow night, when the
Moffett Field Flyers drop in for a
little cage visit with Coach Chris
Kjeldsen's Bengal Basketeers. Tipoff is set for 8:15.
Tomorrow night's affair will close
the hardest weekend of basketball
the Tigers have had to, or will have
to face, this season. St. Mary's PreFlight and Hank Luisetti, number
one team of the Coast, tonight, and
then the Flyers from Moffett Field,
already boasting a one point win
over the Pacific's this season, on
the following night.
«
HARD DOSE
You couldn't ask for a much hard
er dose of basketball fare for one
team to swallow.
But Chris Kjeldsen's boys are up
to the task. They know that if they
are undefeated for the week when
Saturday night slips into history,
they will have every claim in the
world to being THE best basketball
team in the West. They already are
the best college team.
In early season the Flyers and
the Bengals tangled, and C.O.P.
came off the floor on the short end
of a close game. O'Keefe, Brown,
Wolfe, and Co. are bound and de
termined that that blotch on their
record shall be taken care of.
BETTER THAN EVEN CHANCE
There is no doubt that the Tigiers
have improved, and are improving
right along, while Moffett Field
hasn't shown anything but steadi
ness. With Andy Wolfe apparently
snapping out of his bad slump that
held him scoreless for three halves
in two consecutive games, and
Brown and O'Keefe continuing to
run up box score individual scoring
records, College of the Pacific would
seem to have a better than even
chance tomorrow night.
A lot depends on how much PreFlight takes out of them.

O'Keefe Leads Tigers
To 78-57 Victory
Tuesday evening at the Pacific
Pavilion wasn't exactly a night for
defensive basketball, as the Tigers
took a 78 to 57 win over the Ham
mer Field Bombers, before a near
capacity house.
'Decay" Brown was warm and
countered four field goals in the
first seven minutes of the game.
But this was far from being the
only thorn in the Bomber's defense.
Pvt. Rich O'Keefe, known to casaba adherents as the current "Ma
gician of the Maplewoods," did ev
erything imaginable with the ball
in the first twenty minutes.
O'KEEFE PLENTY HOT
He shot it over his head, one
handed, two handed, rebounded a
pair in, and fed his teammates with
blind passes that would have made
Dr. Naismith, the ancient founder
of the game, wonder if he hadn't
made the peach baskets too large.
The halftime score was 42 to 25
for the Tigers.
Rich O'Keefe, with 26 points, led
in the scoring, followed by Brown,
with 20.
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Duranty Talks
(Continued from page 1)
such an attitude. The history of
Russo-Japanese backdoor conflict is
almost as long as the coast on
which it has taken place. Former
unpreparedness and current war of
the most trying kind on the conti
nent of Europe has quite definitely
prohibited any declaration of war
up to this time.
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Who's Who
(Continued from page 1)
ed two full years of college and are
rated as a junior or a senior or
taking advance studies are consid
ered for selection.

Student and Faculty
Recitals Presented
This Week

II
Widmung (Dedication)

Schumann

Mondnacht (Moonlight)
Schumann
Im Wunderschonen MonCt Mai
(T'was in the Lovely Month of

Farley Offers
Poetry Class

Do you like poetry? if
article is for you. Dean Far]
offering a two-unit class in the
damentals of writing poetry
ing in the March semester j
be'.shy because this class is for t
who have never written any p0
as well as for those with SOftl!
perience.

PURPOSE OF BOOK
Pacific's Conservatory of Music
May)
Schumann
The purpose of the book since it
presented the third student recital, Auftrage (Messages)
Schumann
was first published in 1934 is first,
Sunday afternoon, January 23 at 4:
Mr. Welton
to serve an outstanding honor to
30, and the second Faculty recital,
III
students who have accomplished a
Tuesday evening, January 25th.
goal in college and have displayed
Ave
Maris
Stella
(Hail! Star of the
Another history lesson that we
The program of the student recit
merit; and second, to establish a
Although this is a Senior Col
Sea.)
Bach
failed to learn occurred with the in
al was as follows:
reference volume of authoriative in
course,
it is open to anyone. Xh
In
dulce
jubilo
Bach
ception of the border conflict for
THIRD STUDENT RECITAL
formation on the great body of
Rejoice, ye Christians
Bach not meant to be an advertisen
Port Arthur was attacked in exact
I
Finale, from Second Organ Sym to steal your shekels, but if jUj
ly the same fashion as was Pearl American College students.
Concertino
Huber
phony
Widor College students are interested
Emphasis
has
been
placed
on
ex
Harbor. With that in mind the Rus
Virginia Stewart
course can be taken with the
Mr. Bacon
sian anxiety to be rid of the "Nips" tra curricular activites as well as
ment of a tuition fee.
II
IV
is more than understandable to the scholarship since it is believed that
Seitz Jeri-Jerieho
this part of college life is equally Concerto No. 4
This course should be doub]v
most doubting American.
Mac Gimsey
important to a students ability.
t Sidney Carlin
Retreat
La Forge teresting because the instructs
JAPS MISSED BOAT
III
Every phase of college activitity
the "Campus Sonneteer," Dean I
Twenty-Eighteen (Old English)
Duranty gave voice to the opin
Simonetti
is included in one section of the LMadrigale
arr. by Deems Taylor ley. He is an energetic, wj,
ion that Japan missed her big op
Corelli The Minstrel
book. Also there are several polls Introduction e Giga
EasthopeMartin haired man, who is known for
portunity in Russia when she failed
Adelaide Forsythe
which give the college students' at
sonnet on the Dedication of Moi
Mr. Welton
to attack "from the rear" in the
Eileen Klob at the piano
titudes and ideas toward college
Chapel and "Spirit of Pacific" wh
progress of the battle for Stalin
IV
education, marriage, sports, books,
appeared in the Naranjado a |
grad. But she's lost that chance for
Round Dance .
. . Schubertauthors, and so on.
years
ago. He has also written
all time now.
Burmester
[ play in verse, "Twice - Plough
(Continued from page I)
The very real concern about the
Tempo di Menuetto
PugnaniField," which is based on the 0e
growth of socialist principles and today is in no way to be interpret
Kreisler in this field having written such per pus Myth.
ed
as
the
source
of
internal
or
in
their consequent possible spread
iodical articles as "Are Americans
Alice Eiselen
Dean Farley believes that poe|
over the world came up for discus ternational revolution for the found
A United People?", "Cultural De
V
is
a combination of talent and t«
ing
of
socialism.
This
unity
has
sion next. First of all, it was made
Sonata E
Handel mocracy in War and Peace," and
nique and that poetry cannot
clear that today's principles of gov found its fullest expression to date Adagio, Allegro
"Good Will Among Americans." His
written unless the mood is with y(
ernment are very much unlike the in its fight against Germany. They
book, "Intel-cultural Education In
Joan' Lundblad
so to speak. His bright eyes twi
ones that were in existence when are not fighting to regain and main
American
Schools,"
was
published
in
VI
kled as he said, "Well, I can't Wri
the Soviet first organized. Revolu tain a geographical area, but are Beuceuse
Townsend 1943.
a poem this afternoon, unless I hai
tion is a part of Russia's history, instead affirming their belief in a Mazurka
Mylnarski SPONSORED
some ideas or inspiration." Howev<
but that is past history. The feel government that has been beneficial
Dorothy" Witt
The School of Education and the if he is forewarned he can have
ing of unity with which the Rus to them.
Marian Wic hert, Accompanist
Pacific Chapter of the California poem ready in time for any evei
sian people feel themselves bound
The charge that the Soviet gov
Featuring M. Henry Welton, Mir Teachers Association are jointly This is the case in his Christina
ernment is a separate entity from iam Burton, and Allan Bacon of the
sponsoring Cole's evening lecture. sonnets.
Each Christmas Farle
that of the people is thus refuted Conservatory staff, the Tuesday
The student committee on arrange sends out cards with a lovely son
with combined action on the most evening recital consisted of the fol
ments is headed by Elvera Giorgi, net of his own composition. H
positive plane possible—giving lives. lowing numbers:
president of the C.S.T.A., with Vera prints these cards himself on
There is no denying that the Rus
SECOND FACULTY RECITAL
Rodoni, vice-president, and Marian small press that he and his son
sians are doing a great job.
Fergusson, secretary-treasurer. J. have at their home.
I
Mare Jantzen, Mrs. Velma McCall,
Toccata and Fugue in D Minor. .
So, come on. beginners, and you!
Bach and Mr. Wesley G. Young form the find out that you, too, can writ!
We Are Here for Your
Telephone 6-6324
faculty committee.
Mr. Bacon
poetry.

Dr. Cole Lectures

DuBois

Dry Cleaners

Convenience, Service Men
34 Harding Way, Stockton

Orsi's

SU*llu/vUocUio*t

PASTRY and DELICATESSEN
Always Delicious
Always Ready
Orsi's Ready-Cooked Foods

1910 Pacific Ave.

Shell Products
Tire and Battery

Open Evenings and Sundays

Sibley E. Bush

AS ALWAYS

Service

•

Phones 3-0S04
2302 Pacific Ave.

Charles A.
Haas
Jewelers
We Specialize

Let's Meet At

Headquarters

SPRING! And what is smarter tor campus
-than a new smooth sweater and skirt!
Especially if the sweaters are in dreamy
pastels . . . soft as a kitten's ear! We
had you in mind when we chose our new
skirts — they're just what you've been
asking for!

For Navy and

Long-sleeved pull-over sweaters

3216 Pacific Ave.

Marine Men
Refreshments
on the
campus

in
Identification
Bracelets
MAIN STREET

X.me

'lite Gob
dtou&e
Operated by
Associated Women
Students
Employing Student Help
"WHERE YOU MEET
EVERYBODY"

$395 _ $795
lemon yellow
powder blue
apple green
baby pink
caramel
Plaid Skirts — all wool, pastel

.

$595

Solid Skirts, rayon covert, wool flannel

$595 . $995

SMITH AND LANG
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Manor Converted Into Military Ball
Bowery for Dance Honors

{rom the studes around
With "beer stein" .bids, barber
'|,"a"
more information as to
tflracter
of Assistant Editor poles, a bar, a broken-down piano,
poty, because of his Good and candle lights, Manor Hall was
bor policy in the DininS Hal1' transformed into O'Flanahan's at
'reached our ears. Therefore the Bowery for the annual big
warning all you aspiring co- dance held at the hall. January 22,
Jf
beware the seemingly fancy- 1944. Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Stock
Carroll- That gleam in his eye ing, Mr. Hollis Hayward, and Mrs.
,'leam at all but a super torch Florence Graham were patrons.
Numbered among the guests who
'®e'S carrying for Pat Kengle
' anything else you may hear attended the affair were: Betty
Bob Jenkins, Helen
m that gentleman in question is Herrick and
Raine and Bob Maize, Dorothy Dew
poty" he*
,lost romantic escapade of the se- ey and Bill Forney, Lelia Ruggeri
g(cr s0 far is the traipsing off of and John Rockwell, Ginny Lydon
i garble to Virginia to be mar- and Don Penhale. Pat Brown and
to a Lt. who recently graduat Roy Mekee, Myrita Fleming and
ion! Stockton Field. This only Jack Kohler, Dorothy Lightner and
s to show you that the English Tony Guida, Marie Maddex and Jim
Derriere, Shirl Murdock and Pete
know a lot about high flying.
, seems that the road to Sacra- La Hood, Norene Jones and Les Ab
Mo runs directly in front of the bott, Beth Marriot and Clem Jones,
„.y household. To wit, this is Ginny Cheney and John Teeple, Ma
second time, isn't it Barbara, rie Rhein and Lionel Olson, Marge
L Martin Dobrasin has stopped Christenson and A1 Towle, Mary
"at your house before going home Bachelor and Cal Andrews, Marg
Cusicanqui and Mel Larson, Betsie
ling his furloughs,
knd last but not least, a toast for Rafferty and Lt. Frank Getz, Nine
wives of the Marines to offer Blackle and Lt. A1 Hans, Ruth Bath
and Art Graf.
their husbands,
lere's to my husband.
• or he's like a kerosene lamp,
iometime's is turned down,
iften smokes,
Lnd might go out at niglit!

acific Drubs Bears
(Continued from page 3)
n the second half Chris Kjeldpulled a smart play by shifting
m a zone defense into a shifting
in-foT-nian. This upset the Bear's
ond- half- plans, and the game
< nt to Pacific right there.
'al got hot in the closing minutes
the game, and had they had PaI c's defense doped out, might
pulled the contest out of the
As it was, tremendous defensball by Captain Andy Wolfe,
ter, and Domenichini, plus some
ly offensive maneuvers by Rich
<eefe and Brown, was too much
the Bears.
T TEAM
t was a worthy victory for Chris
: ldsen and his Tiger squad, who
have proven themselves defin!< y the top College squad in Califla.

A.W.S. 'Flora Dora'
Girls Will Cut Up
The customs, philosophy, and
clothing of the Pacific girl during
the periods of 1870, 1917, and 1944
will be the theme of the annual
A.W.S. show in assembly the tenth
of February. It will be presented
purely for entertainment, although
it is drawn from authentic facts.
The program is designed to make
smiles linger on after the show is
past.
With Alta McClintock managing,
the all-girl cast and orchestra will
present dances, skits, musical num
bers, etc., all woven around our own
college lass of past and present.
The script was written by Leila
Ruggeri, Elinor Sizelove, and Peg
gy Hurt. The music will be under
the supervision of Eleanor Bertuleit,
Jane Skinner, and Jan Scott, with
Barbara Taylor in charge of the
dancing. The staging will be han
dled by Betty McKee. The large
cast will be composed of various
students.

King's
The Quality
Jeweler
PACIFIC AVENUE

Grant at Weber Ave.

Bill Lunt
•

Reserves
Pacific's Military Ball is being
planned for Saturday, January 29,
in the Civic Auditorium. In honor
of the Navy and Marine Reserve
now on campus, the military theme
will be predominant and replace the
traditional Spring Mardi Gras.
Elvera Giorgi, Social Chairman,
has named lone Angwin as General
Chairman and the following are her
committees: Decorations, Jeanne
Davis (chairman), June Day, Ava
June Colliver, Mary Flaa. Dolores
Perry, Marian Smith; Bids, Mary
Lou Nunan (chairman), Ada Louise
Anderson, Anita Perry; Patrons, El
inor Sizelove (chairman), LaVergne
Severin, Harriette Gunton; Music,
Eleanor Williams (chairman), Alta
McClintock;
Clean-up,
Earlene
Waters (chairman) and members of
the three sorority pledge classes;
ublicity, Pearl Steiner (chairman),
Ruth Staples, Flo Strand, and Jean
Beaton.
One student body card per couple
is required and the hours are from
8:30 until 12 o'clock.

Co-op Gives Dance
Plenty of fun, food, and music
might sum up the dance given Sat
urday night from nine to twelve
by the Pacific Cooperative House.
Dr. and Mrs. Glen R. Pease, Mr.
and Mrs. Authur D. Livingston and
Mrs. Harriet Farr, housemother,
acted as patrons and patronesses.
Ruth Asay, social chairman, was
in charge of these committees: bids,
Ann Hunt; Decorations, Frances
Sweeney; patrons and patronesses,
Eleanor Bertuleit; Food, Marion
Swanson • Cleanup, Ruth Grodeon.

Souvenir Book
(Continued from page I)
do not have cards. Reserve tickets
will be on sale during the following
week. Salesmen will represent dif
ferent living groups, and a booth
will be open in the Administration
building from 12:30 to 3:30 p.m.
The staff includes Sally Rinehart,
Editor; lone Angwin, assistant Ed
itor; Les Abbott, Business Manag
er; Don Ambler, Dick Johnson,
Jack Lyons, Ben Holt, Dolores Per
ry, Virginia Jensen, and Frances
Sweeney.

ELAINE PETERSON, Editor

Bev Gardiner Returns Rodoni Passes
To Epsilon To Make The Candy
Announcement
In the traditional :'five-pounds-ofcandy" manner, the engagement of
Miss Beverly Gardner to Pvt. Harry
Hedburg Jr. was revealed to Epsi
lon Lambda Sigma sorority sisters
last Thursday evening.
Beverly, the daughter of Mrs. W.
D. Gardner, was graduated from
the College of the Pacific, receiving
her A. B. degree and elementary
teaching credential. In addition to
Epsilon, she was a member of Orchesis, National Honorary Dancing
Society, and held the office of Sec
retary of her Senior Class. At pres
ent, she is a member of the John
Muir faculty in Merced.
Private Hedburg is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. H. W. Hedburg of Stock
ton. He was graduated from Stock
ton High School and attended the
College of the • Pacific, where his
fraternity was Rho Lambda Phi.
Private Hedburg, of the Marine Re
serve. is now stationed at Occiden
tal College in Los Angeles, and up
on completion of his present course
of study, will be sent to Officer Can
didate School.
Among those members and guests
present, were Miss Jackie Easby
and Miss Denise Zazherson, soror
ity sisters of the bride-elect and
teaching with her in Merced.

The engagement of Vera Rodoni
to Lt. Leslie B. Loehr was announ-'
ced to Epsilon Lambda Sigma sor
ority sisters of the bride-elect in the
traditional manner. Thursday even
ing, January 6.
Vera is the daughter of Mrs. V.
W. Oeschger of Stockton and the
late J. A. Rodoni. She attended
Stockton schools and is now comp
leting her senior year at the College
of the Pacific. While in Junior Col
lege, she was president of Zetagathian and a member of Alpha Gamma
Sigma, J.C. Honor Society. At pre
sent she is president of Kappa Pi
Alpha, Senior Women's Honorary
Society, and is Treasurer of Asso
ciated Women Student?, ^era also
holds offices in Phi Sigma Gamma,
the French Society, All College Hon
or Society, California Student Tea
chers Association, and is a member
of Beta Beta Beta, National Bio
logical Science Honor Society.
Lt. Loehr, son of Mrs. G. L. Fish
of Sacramento, formerly of Stock
ton, graduated from Stockton High
School and attended Stockton Jun
ior College before his enlistment in
the Army Air Corps last year. While
in training, he was awarded top
scholastic honors in his class at Lemoore Army Air Field. He recently
received his commission at Williams
Field, Chandler Arizona, and at pre
sent is stationed at the Santa Rosa
Army Air Field.
No definite wedding plans have
been made.

Youth
Breath es The re a
(Continued from page 1)
This is always a good booster to
Tibbett or Flagstad promote fellowship among any
group.
Among You?

CYPRESS, DUNE SETTING
The setting of the conference is
among the cypress trees and sand
dunes of the Pacific Grove beach.
The surrounding tranquility exem
plifies the peace that will one day
replace the trouble now holding hu
manity in firm hands. Here in ap
propriate atmosphere, one may find
Ruth Ellen O'Neil is the director, and take time to gain the perspec
and anyone interested may contact tive, clarity, and stability needed in
forming a uni,ted world.
her at Women's Hall.
Here's a chance for anyone inter
ested in joining a singing group.
More participants are wanted for
the Sunday chapel choir. The prac
tice hours are on Sunday from 10
to 11 a.m., and choir members are
asked to sing three Sundays out of
four.

UNION OIL
PRODUCTS

On Pacific Avenue

Dial 2-0229

SPRING SUITS
AT THE STERLING

Plumbing With A Smile

MILLER-HAYS C O .
Serving College of the Pacific

Not all the beauty of spring is Nature's ... as
a look at yourself in one of our new spring
suits will show you. Come in and see them!

l/olland 9ce> S
COAL
WOOD
TTTEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT

LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

So-»
Tel. 6-6966
830 S. Calif.
Stockton

The Sterling
Phone 8-861G

Main St. at Hunter
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CarroU Doty

That's Life..
By PEARL STEINER

The recent cold has driven us all
Indoors more lately than we are
used to. The comparative quiet
should have been a restful time but
it hasn't been. We've been think
ing.
This thing called thinking isn t
all it's cracked up to be. As a mat
ter of fact it grows to increasingly
uncomfortable proportions w i t h
each passing moment of contempla
tion.

I°e Williamson
The passing week witnesses the
Nanc* Kcnser
return of more Paciheites from the
Frank Hohnes

battlefields, the centers of industrial
activity, and advanced concentrated
COLUMNISTS: Pearl Steiner, Carroll Doty, Bruce Bales, Bob Bolton, training. Remember in high school,
John McCall, Frank Holmes, Frances Crozier, Eleanor Sizelove, Nancy Kai how we used to look with undis
guised admiration at the returning
ser, Barbara Bailey, Flo Strand, Don Westover.
HEPORTORIAL STAFF: Darrel Dentoni, Nancy Grant, Betty Hogan, Bob graduate? How we envied him his
plebian slacks and sweater, his
Klinger, Ruth McLemore, A1 Melcer, Sally Silbaugh, Benora Wood.
"smooth" car, and week-ends away
COPY READERS: Charlotte Peirano, Nancy Kaiser, Mary Pond.
at college.
Well, kids here we are combining
the not too desirable features of
both high school and the college
student — prewar style. We envy
those returning from action for
Every once in a while the black-lettered word RACE they have seen things that hold for
us the fatal fascination of a reality
comes in shape focus.
t
we cannot comprehend. And then
It looms in national conscience every time Marion An
we immediately begin to moan be
derson is refused a San Francisco hotel room, every time cause
college isn't all it was cracked
Paul Robeson is barred from downtown restaurants, every
time there's a Skid Row program every time a "Peace in up to be.

Slu+ti+Kf, cJl&U/l
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II]We

Not Fail

Most students on campus and all
of the other people in United States
know the words to that melodious
little gem of music called "Shoo
Shoo Baby." It seems as though
we all take time out to learn the
words to all the popular songs as
they find their way to the first spot
on the nation's hit parade.
But there is one song which all
the people in the nation can't sing
with true spirit, and many of them
are not even fortunate enough to
ever hear it. As far as it ever mak
ing number one place on the na
tion's hit parade goes—that is taboo.
But it is a song which should be on

...Elaine Peterson

Cadaver Hall

(Continued from page 2)
he got to readin'.
H. "Alvy" Sparks.
Random Thoughts
Beanland's still going strong any
way.
Little A. Barr, Neuton's tune beatJ. Rockwell, Harpsichord, and
Long John Teeple — awarded this
month's Building Manual from Hap
py Tumbling Blocks Co. for out
standing achievement in the field
of construction.

•i

the hit parade of every ;
dent's heart—it is Pacific's lj"'
"Pacific Hail."
So how about all of us
the beam and taking a
utes of our time to learn '
words, so that when we Bj0l
hymn again we will really
stand and mean every
we smg:

|55<

SOME DAY
1
Some day when you have
(TW»
gone from Pacific the Wordj
come into your mind, and bin
you will find yourself sing
hymn aloud. Someone may
what the song is that you are pjill i/1
ing. Then you can proudly Sa5
it is your alma mater's hymn,
When
again pleasant memories will k
Un
stored and that bright light fortba'
again shine in the future.
colorful
In order that the students
learn the words to the hymn
resP«ctl
outside readers may undei
tie Ed
why an editorial was written
a!
a song—Here are the words to
V
cific Hail":
ITTflC
From o'er the rugged mountain) He«
Standing high;
| tut he
From out the broad low valley Bill W
'Neath the sky;
[cszett1
Our Alma Mater calls,
famou:
We cannot fail.
jjuenct
Our voices blend in praise
Pacific Hail! Pacific Hail! one pi
Long may her flaming torch |world.
Give out its light;
He
Long may her spirit guide us i haired
In the right;
balds
To her we pledge our hearts,
We dare not fail;
I lookei
To her we raise our song,
[P001
Pacific Hail! Pacific Hail!"
Bui
I there

>

the Pacific" plan is presented to America-at-large, every
It is too difficult a task to con- Off Mike
time any farsighted individual tries to imagine the fin vince yourself each day that the
(Continued from page 2)
ished product resulting from the blending of black, brown, most important thing you can do is
PACIFIC
PERSONALITIES
stay right where you are with the
yellow, and white peoples.
This
week's
thumb-nail sketches
This week it's happened again; those in the immediate "This is the way I do my part" atti were of Lucy Harding and Aimee
tude. This becomes especially diffi
vicinity of campus and town who are subject to sudden
Arbios who were chosen as the out
acute attacks of conscience have again been assailed by cult as we commit to memory his standing Pacific Personalities of the
tory
dates—the
kind
that
make
text
strong doubts of "white superiority" and "who do we
book history, kids,— while we sip week by Pearl Steiner and Frankie
think we are, anyway?" sentiments.
cokes in the Cub or lean back in the Crozier who are co-producers of the
program.
Diminutive Madame Lim, often called "The Madame library's chairs.
Bengals-Luise+ti coulc
NEXT WEEK
Chiang of the Philippines" said quietly just a week ago:
int1
We watch the Navy and Marines
Remember
that
next
week
the
"Because you here have never been censored except march to chow. That is almost our
(Continued from page 3)
W
by your own conscience, you cannot know what it means sole reminder that we are at war. Monodrama program will take the
place of the Experimental Theatre
Beside the Luisetti-O'Keefe succ
to be ground down for years as an inferior people."
That reminder stirs us in a strange show at 4:00 on Friday afternoon.
sonal duel, which will undoubttl thini
Robert Burns in Sunday Chapel attacked those bigoted way, the horrible fascination of the POINTS FOR A. E. O.!
be a beauty, this game has t-1 was
unfortunates possessed of the jaundiced eye which colors irrevocability of a fate we cannot Thanks a million to Jack Lyons, about everything else. When P( nolle
everything yellow and shuts out the Christian approach decipher.
Fred Wilkerson, Bill White and Les get together athletes like "Decs 0„a
to the American-born Japanese problem.
It is not easy. Maybe that's the Abbot who were willing to contri Brown, Andy Wolfe, Frank DK. beca
And Private ' McFerrin at Tuesday's Chapel ser thing .that counts. After all, it's far bute some of their time last Friday enichini, Johnny McCann, toBijer.r
vice sang in mellow tones with true Negroid "I've Got from easy to go out there too. It to house-cleaning in the Radio Stud tion a few Bengals, against fin
Plenty of Nothing" spirit, needing nothing more than his used to be far from easy to down io. It really needed it! And—it's next like H. B. Lee, Harvey Ulm, ai At
song to defend his people.
the spinach before we could get the to impossible to get janitor service on down the lineup of former
he 1
We listened with rapt attention to them—these three: dessert. All of these things have often enough.
College stars performing for iquei
the wife of the Filipino Brigadier General who worked one characteristic in common. Remember those of you who are Flight, the fur is bound to fly.
with MacArthur, the educator who knew and loved his They're a little more difficult than working for points in Alpha Epsi- The lineup Coach Chris Kjeli
Japanese students, the colored soldier whose tones vibrat falling off a log.
lon Omicron, that work you do in will probably send against the
ed with the heart of the whole Negro race.
That's what makes it all worth the Radio Studio will count towards setti-led Airdevils: Andy Wolfe
Our one "Shining Hour" as far as racial cooperation while. In the battle of deciding how fulfilling some of the requirements- "Decay" Brown, forwards; I* ">0
is concerned was the moment when, after liberation and to live each day the battle comes -and there's still a lot more to be O'Keefe, center; Johnny McCa® G&
and Frank Domenichlni, guards hai
education, Filipinos and Americans spilled this blood to in deciding how much of the desir done over here!
I
gether on Corregidor. We know all at once 95% of our able will make a socially compatible
it
brown brothers were Christians, that they had not sold combination with what is personally
us out, that the Apocalypse Four were responsible for de not so desirable from the standpoint
kr
feat, and that things were beginning to straighten out in of its uncomfortable immediacy.
our muddled minds.
The greatest battle goes on with
If it had happened once, then it could happen again
in each person and only the battle
Suddenly we were seized with "hate the sin but not the that is in danger of being lost is By BARBARA BAXLEY
BISIO SURPRISE!
if*!
sinner" emotions and became lonely for the sight of worth the effort it takes to fight it. Marcella Dobrasin and Emamae Pvt. Raymond Bisio was thesi i
George Akimoto, former Weekly cartoonist, now devoting And so we take it in stride. We Prising started the Studio Theater prise of the evening. First, his
iti
his talents to a relocation center year book.
lean back, we sip our cokes, we so- season off with a bang when they up job was so good we hardlylS It
We heard in the soldier's voice an undercurrent of phomorishly philosophize about the presented Ibsen's "Hedda Gabler" ognized him, and second, he ga"
strength to fight against the pattern of Hitlerian racism, meaning and destination of the.indi- last Thursday and Friday nights. good interpetation of a part. 9
against industrial discrimination, against color bars in vidual and we judge our course of These students directors did a fine outwardly would seem comp'el
union constitutions and rituals, against a Jim Crow army action on what will be best for the job of staging, direction and produc foreign to himself. As Judge
and navy, against contempt which undermines self respect largest number of people in the long tion in general and this was un he had all the maturity and P4
doubtedly one of the best Studio the part calls for. Congratula
And we were determined to help him fight with the run. At least we try to.
Often we fail. This too has to be shows we've seen in quite a while.
only tools we have optimism and Christianity.
Bisio.
As the tragic artist, Eilert
We became definitely positive that Tolerance did not taken in stride and utilized for the BOUQUETS TO WILDE
lesson it teaches. These are lessons
borg, Bruce King came thA1
belong in our war within a war. Because to tolerate
Much of the credit goes to June
learned not in a classroom or at
with a fine job. This was Hu'
thing is merely to put up with it; the sore still festers.
Wilde for her fine characterization
mamma's
knee.
They
are
lessons
jump for Bruce from the old 1
Lucidly we saw that we must move forward beyond the
of Hedda. Her force of personality,
learned
by
each
person
for
himself.
er
in "The Eve of St. Mark
crest of the wave of reaction which will follow in the wake
We are learning one of our hardest her poise, and her beauty all made borg in "Hedda Gabler,"but hc
of the war and drown discriminating stragglers.
for a good well-rounded perfor
ones here, aren't we, kids?
it, and well, too.
,
mance.
Hypnotized by the sound of our own words and ideal
Miss Tee*'
Vara
Freeman,
as
ism?
For a man who had never befor and Martha Locke as Bertha
Perhaps. But somebody has to keep fighting prejudice
set foot on any stage in his life, Pvt. pleted the cast with good sup
and near-sightedness. And if several somebodies take the Issue at Hand
Jack Hartnett did a very good job ing performances.
sh'
situation to heart and hang on to the Corregidor example
(Continued from page 1)
as Hedda's "fancy that" husband,
Another thing about the
don't you think we'll get somewhere?
for it. Yet, he's on the ball in every George Tesman. He was simple, sin which we inwardly applaud: ' ^
Maybe the "finished product" is a never-to be realized sense of the word when It comes to cere, and natural and that was what the make-up jobs on all the
dream. Maybe the world will never see a world peace his duty.
the part called for. We'd like to see It's difficult to achieve that
it
organization putting the last coat of varnish on its un
al" look on so small a stage ^ .
He's a married man, also. The more of him.
ique n n-racial invention. Maybe oceans and mountain Mrs. is a wardrobe designer for 20th
Shirley Chapper's blond beauty Studio's, but in this production
r n;.;?s - :;1 color will always deter peace makers.
Century Fox studios in Hollywood. and sweet character contrasted one was a work of art.
^
B t th-y'v tried for centuries a minority fighting for Her latest work will be seen soon sharply to the dark and evil Hedda. Congratulations, Marc e H a
the mm rite and they'll keep on trying until they'r adorning Maureen O'Hara in the Her Mrs. Elvsted was a sensitive, Emamae, you've set a high start
iho^
technicolor film, "Buffalo Bill."
b: u
. r;
'he Fold ...With their shield .. or on it.
for the rest of the season s »•
lovely characterization.
it."
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